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t’s certainly nothing astounding, but if
the question is, did primates other than
human beings ever inhabit North
America? The answer appears to be,
“yes.” According to this illustration I
stumbled onto in an old Time-Life book
(1965), “Prosimian (primitive primates
having large ears and eyes and
characterized by nocturnal habits) fossils
have been discovered in central United
States.”
The following is an ancestry chart
and you can see where these odd creatures ended up with apes and humans.
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I believe that when scientists first
looked at the lemur and associated
creatures and wondered where to put
them in animal classifications, they had to
really scratch their heads. The animals
would not have fitted anywhere until
obviously, someone went outside the box
and found a spot—just prior to us in the
primate category. The other candidates
shown are quite different, but sort of the
same (although a bit more ape-like in my
opinion).
I looked for an update on this issue
and found the following posted in 2015:
Scientists have unearthed fossil
teeth and a jaw fragment in Oregon.
And these have helped flesh out the
features of an ancient animal that
once lived in North America. A new
species of primate, it had features
similar to a modern lemur’s.
Primates are a group of
mammals that includes monkeys,
lemurs, gorillas and humans. The
Sioux are a tribe of Native
Americans. The newfound primate’s
genus name comes from a Sioux
term for monkey: Ekgmowechashala. It’s pronounced something like

NOTE: Lemurs currently occupy several
research sites in North America, such as St.
Catherine’s Island in Georgia.

IGG-uh-mu-WEE-chah-shah-lah.
These last nonhuman primates to
live in North America vanished
around 26 million years ago. No
other primates lived in North
America until humans arrived well
over 25 million years later. This
timeline comes from the new study.
It was published June 29 in the
American Journal of Physical
Anthropology.

Shown on the right is an image of the
present day lemurs of Madagascar. The
book caption reads: “LIVING REMINDER of the primates’ humble start.
Madagascar’s ring-tailed lemur is a far
cry from a monkey—yet with others of its
primitive suborder, the prosimians, it
shares the basic primate traits.”
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ohn Morley commented on my article
as to the “Green Line” featured in the
last B&P. He stated the following:
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You recently wrote something in
which you indicated that the toes
apparently flex downward in the final
push off during forward locomotion.
Actually the toes are dorsiflexed
which is caused by the rear and
midfoot foot uplifting to the forefoot,
which in turn moves to the toes
which are now dorsiflexed. This
dorsiflexion does result in the toes
pushing downward against the
substrate creating a powerful push
forward until the entire foot leaves
the ground.

This subject was discussed at length
in Issue No. 52 of Bits & Pieces, which
has been reprinted as follows:
Seen here is another clay impression
of the toes and “pad” of my right foot.
The first image is “regular,” the second
image is “inverted” (like a negative). I
made a full print with that foot. I dug in
my heel and then went up to the toe-off
position and applied all of my weight
(195 pounds). The images were made
with a digital camera. What surprises me
is the depth of the impression created by
my “pad” under the toes. Toe stems are
visible on the first four toes, including the
big toe. Dermal ridges can be seen;
mostly on the “pad.”
The third image (below) is of what is
considered the best sasquatch footprint. It
is of a print found on Blue Creek
Mountain in 1967. It is the opposite foot
to my foot impression (big toe is on the
right). Note that the soil under the toe line
is not disturbed. My only explanation
here is that the toes were arched after the
foot made contact with the soil. In that
way, a hollow was created. When toes are
arched (scrunched) only the tips make an
impression so the “peas in a pod” toes
appearance results.
I let the clay for my toes impression
dry and then scanned it directly. I made
the image grayscale and inverted it as
seen here. Now we can see all the skin
folds that make up the “channel.” When
the toes are arched, the skin in the
channel completely folds and does not
register in the impression. At the same
time, the toes all even out in a straight
line. The same thing occurs with one’s
fingers. Note also that in this image
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dermal ridges are
clearly seen at the tip
and side of the big toe.
The scanner was able
to record them like a
camera “close-up.”
The Heryford cast, seen below
(actual and inverted), is about the finest
example I have seen in which the toes are
not arched. We can see the toe stems and
skin in what would be the channel,
similar to what is seen with my toes.

Obviously, arching the toes is a
matter of choice with sasquatch; it is
definitely seen in partial prints when the
homin is going up an incline—the toes
grab the soil. Humans in normal
circumstances don’t do this; but where
bare feet are always used, then it might be
prevalent.
In my opinion, we need to do more
work of this nature. In other words

examine things we have and see where
we can find similarities and differences to
humans. What we determine might not be
totally correct as other information emerges; but in the process we learn things
that lead the way to further analysis and
additional findings.

Just to ensure we are all on the same
page as to Green’s theory (what I call the
Green Line), here (above) are the images
he provided.
I have mentioned that there are
exceptions to this rule. Obviously, if the
hominoid is just standing still or sort of
shuffling around, then the toes do not dig
in and the footprints will be essentially
the same as human prints, notwithstanding the size. John Morley mentions that
other factors may be the type of substrate,
speed of the track-maker, and dorsiflexion of the toes themselves.
John Morley has scientific credentials, so I think we are on fairly safe
ground here. As I recall, my article in
B&P No. 52 was not favourably received
by Dr. Meldrum, but perhaps the “Green
Line” adds more credibility.
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commonly accepted date. That’s a
staggeringly early date, and one that
is likely to raise eyebrows. There is
no other archaeological evidence
attesting to such an early human
presence in North America.

The surface of mastodon bone showing half
impact notch on a segment of femur, (Tom
Deméré, San Diego Natural History
Museum).

his material was featured in the
Smithsonian magazine in April 2017.
It’s interesting because there appears to
be evidence that a hominoid of some sort
was in North America much earlier than
we thought.
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In 1992, construction workers were
digging up a freeway in San Diego,
California when they came across a
trove of ancient bones. Among them
were the remains of dire wolves,
camels, horses and gophers—but
the most intriguing were those belonging to an adult male mastodon.
After years of testing, an interdisciplinary team of researchers announced this week that these
mastodon bones date back to
130,000 years ago.
The researchers then went on to
make an even more stunning
assertion: These bones, they claim,
also bear the marks of human
activity.
The team’s findings, published
today in the journal Nature, could
upend our current understanding of
when humans arrived in North
America—already a flashpoint
among archaeologists. Recent
theories posit that people first
migrated to the continent about
15,000 years ago along a coastal
route, as Jason Daley writes in
Smithsonian. But in January, a new
analysis of horse remains from the
Bluefish Caves by archaeologist
Jacques Cinq-Mars suggested that
humans may have lived on the
continent as early as 24,000 years
ago.
The new study, however,
suggests that some type of hominin
species—early human relatives from
the genus Homo—was bashing up
mastodon bones in North America
about 115,000 years earlier than the

San Diego Natural History Museum
Paleontologist Don Swanson pointing at
rock fragment near a large horizontal
mastodon tusk fragment, (San Diego
Natural History Museum).

The big question, of course, is this:
was this mystery hominoid the predecessor of the Native North American
aboriginal or something else? At the most,
reasonably firm evidence of human
settlement in North American dates to
about 16,000 years ago. Such people
apparently came over the Bering Strait
landbridge, which ceased to exist about
8,000 years ago. In other words, no more
foot-traffic after that time. Please note
that fossilized human-like footprints
found in North America easily fall within
the 16,000 year time frame.
All humans (Homo sapiens) evolved
from a hominoid of some sort, so aboriginal people in North America may go
back a lot farther than we think.
Whatever the case, it appears that at
least one type of hominoid left evidence
of its existence in North America long
before we think humans (Homo sapiens)
came to this land. If we are correct in our
thinking about extant relict hominoids,
then some of these species did not
significantly evolve, they just stayed the
same (like what is called the horseshoe
crab).
As is often the case, the mastodon
bones reported were discovered by a
construction crew; in this case working
on a freeway. This is likely the main
process by which such bones, or any
bones, will now be uncovered if aboriginal land (or land claims) is involved.
The science of anthropology is not
high on the list of necessary research in
the minds of aboriginal people, who can
no longer be ignored.
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very now and then it is interesting to
see what fly-by-night journalists and
authors are saying about possible hominoids, in this case the yeti.
One of the alleged yeti scalps, probably the one seen here, was proven to
have been made from the skin/hide of a
serow (goat-antelope). That’s fine, but
there are at least two other scalps, as old
or older, that have never been analyzed.
The skeletal hand shown (given it is
the original, which was stolen) was
determined by DNA to be made of human
bones. That’s fine, but can human DNA
be totally excluded for the yeti? We have
the same problem with the sasquatch,
which comes up “modern human.”
Nevertheless, strange footprints in
snow continue to pose a question as to
what made them. For certain the
hominoid generally lives in the foothills
of mountains, but goes up into snowfields
for some reason. The prints are very
tough to explain away. Again we have the
same situation with the sasquatch in
North America, although hundreds of
times the quantity.
When I first presented the yeti in my
book, Know the Sasquatch, (2010) the
subject was very exciting. However, the
scientists messed up in failing to properly
identify DNA, so we are back at square
one, but probably worse in many ways
due to the COVID-19 problem in Nepal.
I don’t think we can expect much out
of that country for a very long time. Even
our own research on the sasquatch in the
USA and Canada has to take a back seat
to a pandemic.
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t one time keeping up with the bigfoot or sasquatch issue was no
problem. There were just a few researchers and information was eagerly shared. I
would print out emails and other
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information and give it to René
Dahinden—he so looked forward to my
visits. At this time there is so much
information that keeping up is impossible. The following article was featured in

the Payson Roundup, Payson, Arizona,
seven years ago. It’s rather good. If you
have not seen it, forgive the delay in
presenting it. In essence it is a little
“thumbs up” to Finding Bigfoot.
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